1997 ford ranger xlt configurations

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. We made an appointment
to see a Corvette and upon arriving was met at the door by a very courteous salesperson. The
car was warmed up and we took our test drive. Very nice place to deal with and very helpful. The
staff all very professional and friendly. All congratulated us on our purchase. After the sales we
had a few questions which were answered quickly. I recommend this dealership to anyone
looking to have a good experience at buying a preowned vehicle. They kept me waiting for over
an hour,, ran my credit way too many times, they Didn't want to work on the final price at all,
And still has not reached back out to me. They responded via email directing me to their
website, not even giving me the direct link to vehicle in question. They provided no name, off I
wanted to respond or speak direct to the person! Very poor personal and communication skills!
Not a good way to get business! Response at the time I was lookat this one very important for
me. The car is over priced for what's all wrong with the car. Transmission is shot, the wheel is
screwed up, no heat Not worth test driving. We had a small snafu initially, but the people at
Krieger went above and beyond to make up for it. Carter was super helpful in clearing
everything up and helping me get the car I wanted. Ford already considered shutting down the
Ranger once in , leaving very little room to hope for an updated comeback here in the States.
Overseas, however, will be a different story with plenty of enviable features in the new release.
Perhaps the puddles of drool will be enough to convince Ford we do want smaller fuel-efficient
trucks - we just want them with a few more of the modern conveniences offered in the midsize
competition. The hp 2. Aside from that the Ranger looks like a truck from the '90s, rides like a
truck from the '90s, and drives like a truck from the '90s - pretty much because it is a truck from
the '90s. That said, at least the price is right on, thanks in large part to these minimal changes.
Take it or leave it, because after this you can kiss the Ranger goodbye. Sporting an hp 2. That
utility was greatly expanded once a hp 2. An STX trim for rougher terrain joined the lineup too,
with bigger tires, new paint and bucket seats. A overhaul replaced the 2. The SuperCab debuted
coupled with a 6-foot bed, technically increasing passenger capacity to 5 with optional jump
seats in the extra cab space. For Ford upgraded all 4WDs to the 2. Back down to Earth, the '89
facelift brought a few interior conveniences and exterior aggression, with a few tweaks to the
base engine and rear antilock brakes as a standard feature. With just 2, units produced, Ford
scrapped the GT and focused on higher pursuits for the update. SuperCabs gained fuel capacity
for a total of 20 gallons, and 4WDs now had the option of a 4-liter hp V6 and 5-speed manual or
optional heavy-duty 4-speed automatic transmission. Then came the Sport in , which was
basically the GT skin without its meat, and it too would live on for just 2 years. Two-wheelers
finally came of age, though, with the same ponies offered in the STX since , but with a 3-liter V6.
How dull - but Ford was hard at work on the next generation. The second-generation overhaul
revamped the entire truck, inside and out. In addition, the 2. A few engine tweaks amped the 2.
The new generation of Ranger pickups grew by about 4 inches with a fresh face inside and out,
affording greater comfort and more creature comforts. Driving dynamics were also much
improved, the 2. In addition to some cosmetic shuffling on the other trims, the 3-liter could now
run on ethanol, gasoline or a combination of the two. The only significant change to start out
the fourth and current generation was the switch from an overhead valve 4-liter V6 to an
overhead cam 4-liter V6 good for hp. All-wheel ABS became more widely available, new option
packs afforded more outdoorsy and luxurious feature sets, and the Edge came on board with
either rear-wheel drive or 4WD. The FX4 gained a tough big brother in the '03 Level II, but until
the Ranger gained only a series of cosmetic and audio upgrades, and many years saw the
Ranger carry over without a single significant change. Even worse, the '09 would lose the 3-liter
V6, and the saw significantly fewer options available to the everyday consumer - although
stability control, side airbags and a Class III hitch were now standard across the board. The
Ranger's lack of updates has attracted a great deal of criticism, and rather than facing the
music, Ford has seemingly opted to let the Ranger run off to greener pastures. Although
nothing is officially confirmed yet, the rumor mill is 2 years old, and at the time Ford said the U.
Ranger and its Twin Cities plant would close down for The steep price drop from there is
indicative of the quality you should expect. The '96 is the one to get if you intend to use a child
seat - these were the first to feature a switch to disable the passenger-side airbag. The maker of
the king of full-size pickup trucks, the F, also produces plenty of mid-size trucks in the form of
the Ford Ranger. Although the Ford Ranger disappeared from American new car dealerships
after , it came storming back for the model year. Offered in a couple of cab configurations and
with a range of engines during its last decade of U. It wasn't hugely comfortable or high-tech,
but Ford Rangers soldier on when other automakers have left the mid-size pickup segment. The
Ford Ranger offers a single powertrain and isn't particularly sophisticated from a tech
standpoint, but it does offer best-in-class torque and towing. All Years to All Years. Radius 10
mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford Ranger. Email me price drops and new

listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more.
Midsize pickup trucks are not designed for the worksite. They lack the size or capability for the
rigors of commercial use. These smaller trucks are lifestyle vehicles, designed for hauling bikes
and. Coughlin Circleville GM Ford. Ford Ranger Reviews Review. This is a very nice truck. I had
a Ford Escape I traded in on this, and I must say the ride is very similar. I was expecting a more
jolting, less smooth ride, but this is not the case. My Ranger is fairly loaded with a lot of the
features that the Escape had. I dont miss the leather seats. I do miss not having to place a key
in the ignition. I bought the Ford Ranger Lariat. I love it. Great truck. Love the tight drive in the
steering wheel, and smooth ride. Has a lot of technology if you like that, I am learning. Nothing
is missing! Ford dealers in Columbus OH. Ford dealers in Newark OH. Ford dealers in Marion
OH. Ford dealers in Mansfield OH. Ford dealers in Dayton OH. Ford dealers in Lima OH. Ford
dealers in Parkersburg WV. Ford dealers in Cincinnati OH. Ford dealers in Akron OH. Whether
it's image or utility that attracts you to a compact truck, Ford stands ready to seduce you into
its strong-selling Ranger. Trim levels range from the practical XL through the well-trimmed XLT
and STX--all the way to the beguiling little Ranger Splash with its fiberglass Flareside bed,
chrome wheels, and lowered suspension. With the optional 4. The base four-cylinder engine can
overtax the Ranger when carrying a heavy load. Automatic-transmission upshifts are crisp and
barely noticed, with just a slight jolt under hard throttle, and downshifts deliver only slightly
more harshness. Push-button four-wheel-drive, if installed, is a snap to use. Well-controlled
overall, with good steering feedback, Rangers handle easily, corner capably within limits ,
maneuver neatly, and stay reasonably stable on curves. Occupants aren't likely to complain
about the ride, either, though it can grow bouncy around town. Gas mileage isn't the greatest
with the big engine and automatic, as expected. Ranger sports a worldwide industry first for
safety protection. An optional passenger side airbag is available, and it can be disabled with the
flick of a switch in the event that a car seat is installed in the truck. New for is a five-speed
automatic transmission; a first for vehicles in this segment. Ford claims that the new five-speed
automatic allows better acceleration, trailering, and hill climbing by their capable Ranger. Seats
are firm and supportive, urging you to lean back and enjoy a long haul. Rangers are all truck,
with few pretensions toward any other identity, but can be loaded with gadgets like a luxury
auto. Fun to drive, sharp looking and well-built, they deliver a solid compact-pickup experience.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Ford Ranger Extended Cab. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Ranger lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. We wish the base engine were stronger, and that a third door was offered.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Ranger for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Ford introduces its brand-new five-speed automatic
transmission to the Ford Ranger lineup. Available with the V6 engines, the five-speed automatic
is designed to improve the Ranger's acceleration, towing and hill-climbing ability. Read more.
Write a review See all 76 reviews. I bought this truck 2 years ago. I knew it needed a slave
cylinder just didn't realize it was inside the tranny. So I had a mechanic buddy do it and replace
the clutch and rear main seal while he was at it. Has run great since. It wasn't working when I
got it. Found a big hole in the condenser and then it worked for a couple days but then sprung a
new leak in another line with the new found pressure. This seems to be a pretty common
problem. Engine runs great for its age. I see a ton of these on the road. Read less. Reluctant to
buy, Happy I did. I almost didn't buy this truck, as it had a lot of miles on it. After a lengthy test
drive, the truck felt solid, shifted nice, and drove very well, so I did buy. The 2. It's a little short
on power, but it's more than made up for that with it's relentless reliability. I see these trucks
everywhere, and they are, figuratively speaking, a dime a dozen. I looked at Toyota, but they
resale they hold is insane, which I'm told is due to the longevity of their engines. I know I
haven't owned it for an extended amount of time years , but I would say, money spent, the four
cylinder Ranger is as good, or better than the, incredibly overpriced Toyota's out there. I was

told before buying that it was under powered. But I have found the 4. The seats are very
comfortable. Gas mileage could be a bit better but I don't baby my vehicles either. This is my
first 4x4 and I will never do without 4wd again. The only repairs I have had in the 2 years I have
owned this truck is replacement of a couple of sensors in the EGR system and the 2 front
u-joints on the front axles have been replaced. I have been told that the u-joints usually need
replaced at around mi and mine lasted so I can't complain. Ford has the best trucks hands
down. I now have miles and have only replaced clutches and normal wear. It has great power,
better handleing and has never left me stranded. Anyone who says different is dumb. Write a
review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Ranger. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
cargurus ram 1500
subaru legacy harman kardon
power a wired controller switch
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

